
Parallel Algorithms for Image Histogramming and ConnectedComponents with an Experimental StudyDavid A. Bader�dbader@eng.umd.edu Joseph J�aJ�ayjoseph@umiacs.umd.eduInstitute for Advanced Computer Studies, andDepartment of Electrical Engineering,University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742December 9, 1994AbstractThis paper presents e�cient and portable implementations of two useful primitives in imageprocessing algorithms, histogramming and connected components. Our general framework is asingle-address space, distributed memory programming model. We use e�cient techniques fordistributing and coalescing data as well as e�cient combinations of task and data parallelism.Our connected components algorithm uses a novel approach for parallel merging which performsdrastically limited updating during iterative steps, and concludes with a total consistency up-date at the �nal step. The algorithms have been coded in Split-C and run on a variety ofplatforms. Our experimental results are consistent with the theoretical analysis and providethe best known execution times for these two primitives, even when compared with machinespeci�c implementations. More e�cient implementations of Split-C will likely result in evenfaster execution times.1 Problem OverviewGiven an n� n image with k grey levels on a p processor machine (p � n2), we wish to develope�cient and portable parallel algorithms to perform various useful primitive image processingcomputations. E�ciency is a performance measure used to evaluate parallel algorithms. Thismeasure provides an indication of the e�ective utilization of the p processors relative to the givenparallel algorithm. For example, an algorithm with an e�ciency near one runs approximatelyp times faster on p processors than the same algorithm on a single processor. Portability refersto code that is written independently of low-level primitives reecting machine architecture orsize. Our goal is to develop portable algorithms that are scalable in terms of both image sizeand number of processors, when ran on distributed memory multiprocessors.Our �rst algorithm computes the histogramming of an image; i.e., the output consists of anarray H[0::k � 1] held in a single processor such that H[i] is equal to the number of pixels inthe image with grey level i. Without loss of generality, k is assumed to be a power of two. Thesecond algorithm performs the connected components of images ([1], [6], [8], [9], [12], [16], [17],[20], [38]). The task of connected component labeling is cited as an important object recognitionproblem in the DARPA Image Understanding benchmarks ([37], [47]), and also can be applied�The support by NASA Graduate Student Researcher Fellowship No. NGT-50951 is gratefully acknowledged.ySupported in part by NSF grant No. CCR-9103135 and NSF HPCC/GCAG grant No. BIR-9318183.1



to several computational physics problems such as percolation ([41], [5]) and various clusterMonte Carlo algorithms for computing the spin models of magnets such as the two-dimensionalIsing spin model ([2], [3], [4], [39], [40]). All pixels with grey level (or `color') 0 are assumed tobe background, while pixels with color > 0 are foreground objects. A connected component inthe image is a maximal collection of pixels such that a path exists between any pair of pixels inthe component. Note that we are using the notion of 8-connectivity, meaning that two pixelsare adjacent if and only if one pixel lies in any of the eight positions surrounding the other pixel,or 4-connectivity, in which only the north, east, south, and west pixels are adjacent. Each pixelin the image will receive a positive integer label; pixels will have the same label if and only ifthey belong to the same connected component. Also, all 0-pixels will receive a label of 0.The majority of previous parallel histogramming algorithms are architecture- or machine-speci�c and do not port well to other platforms. Table 1 shows some previous running times forhistogramming algorithms on parallel machines. Note that several of these machines are specialpurpose image processing machines. The last column corresponds to a normalized measure ofthe amount of work per pixel, where the total work is de�ned to be the product of the executiontime and the number of processors. In order to normalize the results between �ne- and coarse-grained machines, we divide the number of processors in the �ne-grained machines by 32 tocompute the work per pixel site.Year Researcher(s) Machine Processors Image Size Time work per pixel1980 Marks [32] AMT DAP 1024 32� 32 17.25 ms 539 �s1983 Potter [36] Goodyear MPP 16384 128� 128 16.4 ms 513 �s1984 Grinberg, Nudd, and Etchells [15] 3-D machine 16384 256� 256 1.7 ms 13.3 �s1987 Ibrahim, Kender, and Shaw [19] NON-VON 3 16384 128� 128 2.16 ms 67.5 �s1990 Nudd, et al. [34] Warwick Pyramid 16K base 256� 256 237 �s 2.47 �s1991 Jesshope [23] AMT DAP 510 1024 512� 512 86 ms 10.5 �s1994 Bader and J�aJ�a TMC CM-5 16 512� 512 12.0 ms 732 ns(This paper) IBM SP-1 16 512� 512 9.20 ms 562 nsIBM SP-2 16 512� 512 20.0 ms 1.22 �sIntel Paragon 8 512� 512 20.8 ms 635 nsMeiko CS-2 4 512� 512 15.2 ms 231 nsTable 1: Implementation Results of Parallel Histogramming AlgorithmsAs with the histogramming algorithms, most of the previous connected components parallelalgorithms as well are architecture- or machine-speci�c, and do not port easily to other platforms.Table 2 shows some previous running times for implementations of connected components forimages using parallel machines. Again, several of these machines are special purpose imageprocessing machines. The second last column corresponds to a normalized measure of theamount of work per pixel, where the total work is de�ned to be the product of the executiontime and the number of processors. Note that only the entries labeled \DARPA II Image" usethe benchmark image given in Figure 2. All other test images used are unknown to the authors.Section 2 describes the algorithmic model used to analyze the algorithms whereas Section 3describes the input images used, as well as the data layout on the Thinking Machines CM-5,IBM SP-1 and SP-2, Meiko CS-2, and Intel Paragon. The histogramming algorithm is presentedin Section 4, and the binary connected components algorithm is described in Section 5. Section 6generalizes the connected components algorithm to multi-grey level images.The experimental data obtained reect the execution times from implementations on theTMCCM-5, IBM SP-1 and SP-2, Meiko CS-2, and the Intel Paragon, with the number of parallelprocessing nodes ranging from 16 to 128 for each machine when possible. The shared memorymodel algorithms are written in Split-C [10], a shared memory programming model languagewhich follows the SPMD (single program multiple data) model on these parallel machines, andthe source code is available for distribution to interested parties.2



Year Researcher(s) Machine PE's pn2 Time work/pix Notes1986 Little [29] TMC Connection Machine 65536 512 450 ms 3.53 ms Scanning alg. DARPA I1986 Hummel [18] NYU Ultracomputer 4096 512 Shiloach/Vishkin alg.1987 Wallace and Howard [44], [45] HBA 12 512 725 ms 33.2 �s 2-pass swath1987 Ibrahim, Kender, and Shaw [19] NON-VON 3 16384 128 12.5 ms 391 �s 4-conn.1987 Sunwoo, Baroody, and Aggarwal [43] Intel iPSC 32 256 5.074 s 2.48 ms 8-connectivity1987 Rosenfeld [37] BBN Buttery 128 512 7.2 s 3.52 ms DARPA ITMC CM-1 65536 512 400 ms 3.13 ms DARPA IColumbia NON-VON 1M 512 1 s 125 ms DARPA I (est.?)Caltech CUBE 256 512 14 ms 13.7 �s DARPA IMosaic 16384 512 6 ms 11.7 �s DARPA I (est.?)Encore Multimax 20 512 22.7 s 1.73 ms DARPA IHBA 16 512 170 ms 10.4 �s DARPA I (est.?)HBA 100+ 512 370 ms 181 �s DARPA I (est.?)1988 Krikelis and Lea [26] WW Warp 10 512 5.6 s 214 �s DARPA IPC Warp 10 512 980 ms 37.4 �s DARPA IiWarp 72 512 470 ms 129 �s DARPA IColumbia NON-VON 1M 512 1 s 125 ms DARPA I (est.?)TMC CM-1 65536 512 400 ms 3.13 ms DARPA I1989 Manohar and Ramapriyan [31] Goodyear MPP 16384 128 97.3 ms 3.04 ms shrink/expand1989 Kanade and Webb [24] Warp 10 512 4.34 s 166 �s shrnk/expnd, DARPA II Im.1989 Weems, Riseman, Hanson, Alliant FX-80 8 512 7.225 s 220 �s DARPA II Imageand Rosenfeld [48] Sequent Symmetry 81 8 512 15.12 s 461 �s DARPA II ImageWarp 10 512 3.98 s 152 �s DARPA II ImageTMC CM-2 32768 512 140 ms 547 �s DARPA II Image1990 Falsa� and Miller [14] Intel iPSC/2 32 512 1.197 s 146 �s1991 Parkinson [35] AMT DAP 510 1024 512 1.27 s 155 �s1991 Baillie and Coddington [4], [2] Ncube-1 32 512 53.4 s 6.52 msCaltech Symult 2010 32 512 16.7 s 2.04 msMeiko CS-1 32 512 14.8 s 1.81 ms1991 Kistler and Webb [25] Warp 10 512 1.31 s 50.0 �s1992 Choudhary and Thakur [7] Intel iPSC/2 32 512 1.914 s 234 �s multi-dim. D+C(partitioned input)Intel iPSC/2 32 512 1.649 s 201 �s multi-dim. D+C(complete im./PE)Intel iPSC/2 32 512 2.290 s 280 �s multi-dim. D+C(cmplt. + collect. comm.)(DARPA II Image) Intel iPSC/860 32 512 1.351 s 165 �s multi-dim. D+C(partitioned input)Intel iPSC/860 32 512 1.031 s 126 �s multi-dim. D+C(complete im./PE)Intel iPSC/860 32 512 947 ms 116 �s multi-dim. D+C(cmplt. + collect. comm.)Encore Multimax 16 512 521 ms 31.8 �s multi-dim. D+C(partitioned input)1993 Embrechts, Roose, and Wambacq [13] Intel iPSC/2 16 256 360 ms 87.9 �s divide & conquer1994 Choudhary and Thakur [8] TMC CM-5 32 512 456 ms 55.7 �s multi-dim. D+C(partitioned input)(DARPA II Image) TMC CM-5 32 512 398 ms 48.6 �s multi-dim. D+C(complete im./PE)TMC CM-5 32 512 452 ms 55.2 �s multi-dim. D+C(cmplt. + collect. comm.)1994 Ziavras and Meer [49] TMC CM-2 16384 128 35.4 s 1.11 s1994 Bader and J�aJ�a TMC CM-5 32 512 368 ms 44.9 �s DARPA II ImageTMC CM-5 32 512 292 ms 35.6 �s mean of test images(This paper) TMC CM-5 32 1024 852 ms 26.0 �s mean of test imagesIBM SP-1 4 512 370 ms 5.65 �s DARPA II ImageIBM SP-1 32 512 412 ms 50.3 �s mean of test imagesIBM SP-1 32 1024 863 ms 26.3 �s mean of test imagesIBM SP-2 4 512 243 ms 3.71 �s DARPA II ImageIBM SP-2 32 512 284 ms 34.7 �s mean of test imagesIBM SP-2 32 1024 585 ms 17.9 �s mean of test imagesMeiko CS-2 2 512 809 ms 6.17 �s DARPA II ImageMeiko CS-2 32 512 301 ms 36.7 �s DARPA II ImageTable 2: Implementation Results of Parallel Connected Components of Images Algorithms3



2 Block Distributed Memory ModelWe use the Block Distributed Memory (BDM) Model ([21], [22]) as a computation model fordeveloping and analyzing our parallel algorithms on distributed memory machines. This modelallows the design of algorithms using a single address space and does not assume any particularinterconnection topology. The model captures performance by incorporating a cost measure forinterprocessor communication induced by remote memory accesses. The cost measure includesparameters reecting memory latency, communication bandwidth, and spatial locality. Thismodel allows the initial placement of data and prefetching.The complexity of parallel algorithms will be evaluated in terms of two measures: the com-putation time Tcomp(n; p), and the communication time Tcomm(n; p). The measure Tcomp(n; p)refers to the maximum of the local computations performed on any processor as measured onthe standard sequential RAM model. The communication time Tcomm(n; p) refers to the totalamount of communications time spent by the overall algorithm in accessing remote data. Usingthe BDM model, an access operation to a remote location takes � + 1 time, and l prefetch readoperations can be executed in � + l time, where � is the normalized maximum latency of anymessage sent in the communications network. No processor can send or receive more than oneword at a time.Two useful data movement patterns, matrix transposition and broadcasting, are discussednext, and their analyses will be included as primitives in the algorithms that follow.Given a q � p matrix on a p processor machine, where p divides q, the matrix transpositionconsists of rearranging the data such that the �rst qp rows of elements are destined to the �rstprocessor, the second qp rows to the second processor, and so on, with the last qp rows of thematrix destined to the last processor. An e�cient matrix transposition algorithm consists of piterations such that, during iteration i, each processor Pt prefetches the appropriate block of qpelements from processor P(t+i)modp.Next, an e�cient BDM algorithm is given which takes q elements on a single processor andbroadcasts them to the other p� 1 processors using just two matrix transpositions.Performance analysis given will reect the execution times from implementations on the CM-5, SP-2, and CS-2, each with p = 32 parallel processing nodes. The algorithms are written inSplit-C, a parallel extension of the C programming language, primarily intended for distributedmemory multiprocessors. Split-C can express the capabilities of the BMD model and providesa shared global address space, constructs to express data layout, and split-phase assignments.The split-phase assignment operator, :=, prefetches data from the speci�ed remote locationinto local memory. Computation can be overlapped with the remote request, and the sync()function allows each processor to stall until all data prefetching is complete. The Split-Clanguage also supplies a barrier() function for the global synchronization of the processors.2.1 Analysis For Matrix Transpose AlgorithmThe analysis for the matrix transpose algorithm is similar to that of the LogP model analysis[11]. The algorithm to perform a q � p matrix transpose on a p processor machine operates asfollows. The data layout of matrix A is straightforward; each column i of q elements is stored onprocessor i, for i 2 f0; : : : ; p� 1g. Note that the �rst index of A contains the processor number,while the second index provides the element o�set in that processor.Processor i runs the following program:Algorithm 1 Matrix TranspositionBlock Distributed Memory Model Algorithm.Input:f i g is my processor number;f p g is the total number of processors, labeled from 0 to p� 1;f A g is the q � p input matrix.begin 4



1. For loop = 0 to p� 1 do:1.1 Set r = (i + loop) mod p;1.2 Prefetch AT [i] h(r � qp ) : : :�(r + 1) � qp�� 1i :=A[r] h(i � qp ) : : :�(i + 1) � qp�� 1i;2. Sync()endEach prefetch in Step 1.2 requests a block of qp elements. Since each processor prefetchesp � 1 blocks of qp each, this matrix transpose algorithm will take � + (p � 1) qp communicationcomplexity, or ( Tcomm(n; p) = � + �q � qp� ;Tcomp(n; p) = O(q): (1)2.2 Experimental Results for Matrix TransposePerformance graphs for matrix transposition execution times using Split-C on a 32 processorCM-5, SP-2, CS-2, and 8 processor Paragon are given in Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9, respectively,in Appendix A.1. These �gures also show the attained data bandwidth1 per processor for thetranspose algorithm. For large enough data sets on the CM-5, we achieve an average bandwidthof 7.62 MB/s per processor, which is more than three-fourths of the maximum user-payloadbandwidth per processor of 12 MB/s per processor [28]. This is consistent with the resultsachieved by other research teams that have achieved 6.4 MB/s per processor (Culler at UCBerkley, [11]), and 7.72 MB/s per processor (Ranka at Syracuse University, [46]) for similar datamovements on the CM-5. Note that some of these cited results are for low-level implementationsusing message passing algorithms. For large enough data sets, the SP-2 achieves greater than24.8 MB/s per processor for the matrix transpose algorithm, using a high performance switchhardware rated by the vendor as having a peak node to node bandwidth of 40 MB/s [27].The Meiko CS-2 achieves greater than 10.7 MB/s per processor. Note that the CS-2 result ismuch less than the maximum attainable bandwidth of 50 MB/s per processor [33] because ourSplit-C version has not been fully optimized to make use of the architecture's communicationscoprocessor. The 8 processor Paragon achieves greater than 88.6 MB/s per processor, with themaximum hardware bandwidth given by Intel as 175 MB/s per processor and application peakbandwidth as 135 MB/s per processor [30].2.3 Analysis for the Broadcasting AlgorithmAn e�cient algorithm to broadcast q elements from a single processor to p processors is based onmatrix transposition, where q is assumed to be larger than p. Processor 0 holds the q elementsto be broadcast in the �rst column of matrix A. We compute the matrix transpose of A, thus,giving every processor qp elements. Each processor then locally rearranges the data so that anadditional matrix transpose will result in each processor holding a copy of all the q elements inits column of A [21].The following algorithm runs on processor i:Algorithm 2 Broadcast AlgorithmBlock Distributed Memory Model Algorithm to broadcast q elements from a single processor toall other processors.Input:f i g is my processor number;f p g is the total number of processors, labeled from 0 to p� 1;f A g is the q � p input matrix, with only the 0th column as valid data.begin1Note that throughout this paper, the rate of \MB/s" will always represent 106 bytes per second.5



1. For loop = 0 to p� 1 do:1.1 Set r = (i + loop) mod p;1.2 Prefetch AT [i] h(r � qp ) : : :�(r + 1) � qp�� 1i :=A[r] h(i � qp ) : : :�(i + 1) � qp�� 1i;2. Sync()3. For loop = 0 to p� 1 do:3.1 Set r = (i + loop) mod p;3.2 Prefetch A[i] h(r � qp ) : : :�(r + 1) � qp�� 1i :=AT [r] h0 : : : qp � 1i;4. Sync()endNotice that at the end of Step 2, only the �rst qp elements in each column are valid. Becauseof this, we specialize the matrix transpose in Step 3 to prefetch only this �rst slot from everyother processor.The analysis of this broadcasting algorithm is simple. Since this algorithm just performs twomatrix transpositions, the complexities of the broadcasting algorithm are( Tcomm(n; p) = 2�� + �q � qp�� ;Tcomp(n; p) = O(q): (2)2.4 Experimental Results for BroadcastingThe performance graphs for broadcasting using the prefetching matrix transposition on a 32processor CM-5, SP-2, and CS-2, and 8 processor Paragon are given in Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9,respectively, in Appendix A.1. As expected, these graphs show that the Split-C broadcastingalgorithm takes roughly twice the time of the Split-C matrix transpose algorithm. In addition,these �gures show the attained data bandwidth per processor for this broadcast algorithm. Asexpected, we achieve approximately the same results as that of the transpose algorithm on bothmachines.3 Image (Data) Layout and Test ImagesA straightforward data layout is used in these algorithms for all platforms. The input imageis an n � n matrix of integers. We assign tiles of the image as equally as possible among theprocessors. If p is an even power of two, i.e. p = 2d, for even d, the processors will be arrangedin a pp�pp logical grid. For future reference, we will denote the number of rows in this logicalgrid as v and the number of columns as w. For odd d, we assign the number of rows of the logicalprocessor grid to be v = 2b d2 c, and the number of columns to be w = 2d d2 e. Each processorinitially owns a tile of size nv � nw . For future reference, we assign q = nv and r = nw . We assumethat the p processors are labeled consecutively from 0 to p � 1 and are assigned in row-majororder to the logical processor grid just described.Several test images have been used to test the correctness and the performance of the algo-rithms presented here. These test images, shown in Figure 1, are generated at runtime, withimages 1-4, 7, and 9, augmented to the needed image size, while images 5, 6, and 8, scaledappropriately. Figure 2 is a 512 � 512, 256 grey-level, image from the Second DARPA ImageUnderstanding Benchmark [47]. The histogramming algorithm is assumed to be correct becausePk�1i=0 H[i] = n2, and for regular patterns, it is easy to verify that each H[i]=n2 equals thepercentage of area that grey level i covers in the image. Verifying the connected componentsalgorithm is more di�cult. In addition to the DARPA Benchmark Image, we include the mostwidely used patterns for binary images. A catalog of nine automatically generated scalable6



images is used, as shown in Figure 1, and include horizontal, vertical, and forward- and back-slanting diagonal bars, a cross, a �lled disc, concentric circles with thickness, four squares insetfrom the four corners, and a dual-spiral pattern, a \di�cult" image [42].3.1 Connected Components Test Images
Image 1 Image 2 Image 3
Image 4 Image 5 Image 6
Image 7 Image 8 Image 9Figure 1: Binary Test Images7



Figure 2: DARPA Image Understanding Benchmark Test Image
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4 HistogrammingHistogramming is a useful image processing primitive. One application is histogram normaliza-tion (or equalization), a technique that attens the histogram and, thus, improves the contrastof an image by \spreading out" colors which might be too clumped together for human visualdistinction.Let k be the number of grey levels in the n�n input imageX, and without loss of generality,k is assumed to be a power of two. Note that this implies that for k � p, the value of kp is aninteger � 1. Our histogramming algorithm is quite simple. The �rst step consists of creatingan array Hi[0::k � 1] on every processor i, such that each processor tallies the number of greylevels in its own nv � nw = n2p subimage into its array Hi[?]. The purpose of the next step is torearrange the data so that the tallies of each grey level reside on the same processor. If k < pwe use a truncated transpose to put each row into a processor, Pi, 0 � i � k � 1. If k � p wetranspose kp rows of the local histograms into each processor, such that each processor, Pi, hasall the intermediate sums needed to compute H hikpi through H h(i + 1)kp � 1i. The routingstep is followed by local computations of the histogram which can be done in O(k) operations.Next, one processor, P0, prefetches the results by doing a circular data movement, as describedin Section 2, and outputs the k-bar histogram of the image.The communication complexity can be estimated as follows. Two main communication stepsare used in our algorithm. The �rst is a matrix transpose of the k�p histogram array and takesTcomm(n; p) = � + �k �max�kp ; 1��. The second communication collects the histogram barson a single processor and takes Tcomm(n; p) � � +�k �max�kp ; 1��. Thus, the histogrammingalgorithm has the following complexities:( Tcomm(n; p) � 2 (� + k) ;Tcomp(n; p) = O�n2p + k�: (3)4.1 Experimental Results for HistogrammingThe above analysis indicates that, for �xed p and k, the communication complexity is indepen-dent of the problem size. Hence, as n increases, we expect the local computation to dominate.The histogramming algorithm has been implemented on a CM-5 with p = 16, 32, 64, and128 processors, and the algorithm's performance is plotted in Figure 3 for 256 grey levels forimages ranging from 32� 32 to 4096� 4096 pixels in size, and expanded in Figures 12 - 14 for128�128 to 1024�1024 images on 16, 32, and 64 processors. Corresponding performance graphsare given for the IBM SP-1 in Figure 18 and for the IBM SP-2 in Figure 20. Plots indicatequadratic performance as a function of n for �xed p, and scalability in terms of p. Hence, ourtheoretical analysis is supported.Please refer to the plot in Figure 3 for an illustration of the scalability of the histogram-ming algorithm's performance. Since computation dominates for large n, the algorithm runsas O�n2p �. We have plotted n2 vs. time for four con�gurations of the CM-5. The resultingplot shows the linear relationship between time and image size for each �xed p. Also, when thenumber of processors double, the running time approximately halves.5 Connected Components of Binary ImagesThe high-level strategy of our connected components algorithm uses the well-known divide andconquer technique. Divide and conquer algorithms typically use a recursive strategy to splitproblems into smaller subproblems, and, given the solutions to these subproblems, merge theresults into the �nal solution. It is common to have either an easy splitting algorithm and amore complicated merging, or vice versa, a hard splitting, following by easy merging. In our9



Histogramming Algorithm Performance Graph fork <= 256 Connected Components for Binary n� n ImagesFigure 3: Histogramming and Connected Components Scalability on the CM-5parallel connected components algorithm, the splitting phase is trivial and implicit, while themerging process requires more work.Each processor holds a unique tile of the image, and hence can �nd the initial connectedcomponents of its tile by using a standard sequential algorithm based upon breadth-�rst search.Next, the algorithm iterates logp times2, alternating between combining the tiles in horizontalmerges of vertical borders and vertical merges of horizontal borders, with the number ofhorizontal merges equal to logw and the number of vertical merges equal to logv, since log p =log(v � w) = log v + logw. Our algorithm uses novel techniques to perform the merges and toupdate the labels. We start by describing the initial sequential connected components algorithm.5.1 Initialization and Sequential Connected ComponentsThe initialization consists of entirely local operations on each processor. Pixels on each tile areexamined in row-major order fashion. If a pixel is an unmarked, colored pixel, a breadth-�rstsearch procedure starting at that pixel labels all connected like-colored pixels within that tilewith a globally unique label. When a pixel is visited in the labeling procedure, it becomesmarked. During the initial row-major order search, for 8-connectivity, only the four pixelsto the right, below-left, below, and below-right, need to be examined for connectivity. For4-connectivity, only the pixels to the right and below need to be examined. This sequentialconnected components algorithm runs in O(jV j+ jEj) where jV j is the number of vertices, andjEj is the number of edges searched. Since jEj � 8jV j, this algorithm runs in O(jV j) = O�n2p �time. The result is an array of positive integers corresponding to the unique label values of theconnected components in the subimage.The initial labeling of each pixel with local o�set (i; j) in the processor with logical gridposition (I; J) will be (Iq + i)n + (Jr + j) + 1. This labeling ensures that each processor willobtain unique labelings across the subimages after running the sequential connected componentsstep, without having to do any communication among the processors. Thus, the initializationstep runs in Tcomp(n; p) = O�n2p �: (4)5.2 Merging Algorithm - OverviewNow we are ready to begin the merging phase. As mentioned above, we merge the p subimagesinto larger and larger image sections with consistent labelings. There will be logp iterations2Note that throughout this paper \log x" will always be the logarithm of x to the base b = 2, i.e. log2 x.10



since we cut the number of uncombined subimages in half during each iteration. Unlike previousconnected components algorithms, we use a technique which identi�es processors as groupmanagers or clients during each phase. The group managers have the task of organizing theretrieval of boundary data, performing the merge, and creating the list of label changes. Once thegroup managers broadcast these changes to their respective clients, all processors must use theinformation to update their tile hooks, data structures which point to connected componentson local tile borders. See Figure 5 for an illustration of the tile hook data structure in whichthree tile hooks contain the information needed to update the border pixels. The clients assistthe group managers by participating in the coalescing of data during each merge phase. Finally,the complete relabeling is performed at the very end using information from the tile hooks.Without loss of generality, we �rst perform a horizontal merge along every other verticalborder, then a vertical merge along every other horizontal border, alternating orientation untilwe have merged all the tiles into one consistent labeling. We merge vertical borders exactlylogw times, where w is the number of columns in the logical processor grid. Similarly, we mergehorizontal borders exactly log v times, where v is the number of rows in the logical processorgrid.The merging algorithm for a horizontal merge is similar to that of a vertical merge. Most ofthe code is identical, except for substituting \up" for \left" and \down" for \right." However,one nontrivial change relates to identifying during each iteration which processors will be groupmanagers and which will be clients, concepts de�ned precisely in the following section.5.3 Merging Algorithm - Group Managers' TaskWe perform logp merge iterations, alternating between horizontal and vertical merge phases.For each odd merge iteration t, 1 � t � log p, we will perform the � t+12 �th horizontal mergephase, and similarly, for each even merge iteration t, 1 < t � log p, we will perform the � t2�thvertical merge phase.Let t represent the current merge phase iteration, with 1 � t � log p. Thus, there will belogw and logv horizontal and vertical merge phases, respectively.During each merge, a subset of the processors will act as group managers. These designatedprocessors will prefetch the necessary border information along the column (or row) that theyare located upon in the logical processor grid, setting up an equivalent graph problem, runninga sequential connected components algorithm on the graph, noting any changes in the labels,and storing these changes ((�i; �i) pairs) in a shared structure. The clients decide who theircurrent group manager is and wait until the list of label changes is ready. They retrieve the list,and all processors make the necessary updates to a proper subset of their labels.During odd merge iterations t, the horizontal merge phases, processors are group managersif they reside in the logical grid with both� row numbers whose binary representation end with a 0 followed by ( t+12 � 1) 1's (or justending in a 0 when t = 1), and� column numbers whose binary representation end in t+12 0's.Similarly, during the even merge iterations t, the vertical merge phases, processors are groupmanagers if they reside in the logical grid with both� row numbers whose binary representation end in t2 0's, and� column numbers whose binary representation end with a 0 followed by ( t2 � 1) 1's (or justending in a 0 when t = 2).An example data layout and merge is given in Figure 4. This image is 512�512, distributedonto a 4�8 logical processor grid, with each tile being 128�64 pixels in size. This example showsthe second merge step, a vertical merge, for t = 2. Group managers are, thus, any processorsitting in the logical processor grid with both last bits of the row and column numbers' binaryrepresentation equal to `0'. These group managers, along with their respective borders to be11
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Figure 4: Data Layout of a 512 x 512 Image on 32 Processors - Vertical Merge (t=2)merged, are circled in this �gure. Suppose now that p � 128, and we are at the t = 7th mergephase, which will be a horizontal merge. A processor in this case is a group manager if it isin a logical grid position whose row number's binary representation ends with 0111, and whosecolumn number's binary representation ends with 0000.For a horizontal merge, the group manager will prefetch the pixel colors and labels from thevertical borders to be merged, which spans across 2 t+12 rows of processors. There are 2q (= 2npp )pixels per processor row in the border to be merged, meaning that 2q2 t+12 �q pixels and an equalnumber of labels need to be prefetched from the clients, while q pixels and q labels are locallyavailable. Thus, each prefetch in the horizontal merge can be done in Tcomm(n; p) � � +4q2 t+12and Tcomp(n; p) = O� npp2 t+12 �.Similarly for a vertical merge, the group manager will prefetch the pixel colors and labelsfrom the horizontal borders to be merged, which spans across 2 t2 columns of processors. Thereare 2r pixels per processor column in the border to be merged, meaning that 2r2 t2 � r pixelsand an equal number of labels need to be prefetched from the clients for each iteration, while rpixels and r labels are locally available. Thus, each prefetch in the vertical merge can be donein Tcomm(n; p) � � + 4r2 t2 and Tcomp(n; p) = O� npp2 t2�.Note that the running time of this prefetching is improved by using a second processor,called a shadow manager, which is designated as the processor adjacent to the group manager,directly across the border being merged. Using this implementation, both the group and shadowmanager prefetch only their side of the border, respectively, and sort each border by label. Thereasons for this sorting will be described below. The group manager then prefetches the sortedresults from the shadow manager and continues on with the algorithm. From this point on, theshadow manager reverts back to being a client of this group manager.The total complexities for prefetching summed up over the logw horizontal merges and the12



logv vertical merges are8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>: Tcomm(n; p) � Plogv�=1 (� + 4q2�) +Plogw�=1 (� + 4r2�)� � logp+ 4q(v � 1) + 4r(w� 1)� � logp+ 8n;Tcomp(n; p) = O�Plogv�=1 (4q2�) +Plogw�=1 (4r2�)�= O(qv + rw)= O(n): (5)The merging problem is converted into �nding the connected components of a graph rep-resented by the border pixels. We use an adjacency list representation for the graph, and addvertices to the graph representing colored pixels. Two types of edges are added to the graph.First, pixels are scanned down the left (or upper) border, and edges are strung linearly downthe list between pixels containing the same connected component label. The same is done forpixels on the right (or lower) border. The second step adds edges between pixels of the left(upper) and right (lower) border which are both like-colored pixels and adjacent to each other.We scan down the left column (upper row) elements, and if we are at a colored pixel, we checkthe pixels in the right column (lower row) adjacent to it. In order to add the �rst type of edges,the pixels are sorted according to their label for both the left (upper) and right (lower) borderby using radix sort3. Note the discussion above regarding the use of a shadow manager. Asecondary processor is used to prefetch and sort the border elements on the opposite side of theborder from the group manager, and the results are then sent to the group manager. This sorttakes Tcomp(n; p) = O(jV j) steps for a border of jV j nodes4. The maximum number of edgesattached to each vertex in this graph is at most �ve; two edges in its own column to pixels aboveand below of the same label plus the three adjacent pixels in the right column. Thus, insertingan edge into the adjacency list takes at most �ve steps, and we add at most 5jV j edges. Foreach horizontal merge step, the number of vertices jV j � 2q2 t+12 , and for each vertical mergestep, jV j � 2r2 t2 . Thus, the construction of this graph summed over all the iterations of theconnected components algorithm takes8><>: Tcomp(n; p) = O�Plogv�=1 (2q2�) +Plogw�=1 (2r2�)�= O(qv + rw)= O(n): (6)A sequential breadth-�rst search based connected components algorithm computes the con-nected components of this graph. It runs in O(jV j+ jEj) steps, with jV j; jEj = O�q2 t+12 � forhorizontal merges and O�r2 t2� for vertical merges. The pixels in this graph are then scannedagain, and any changes in the labeling (� changing to label �) are eventually stored in a sortedarray of all unique changes (�i; �i). The following algorithm describes the procedure for creatingthe sorted array of label changes from the original arrays.Procedure 1 Create Change ArrayGenerate a sorted array of label change pairs.begin1. Copy all label pairs, (�; �), where label � has changed to label �, into a contiguous array.2. Radix sort this array, using � as the sorting index.3. Scan down the sorted array, copying all unique (�; �) pairs into a new array.end3Note that whenever radix sort is mentioned in this paper, the actual coding uses the standard UNIX quicker-sortfunction for smaller sorts, and radix sort for larger sorts, using whichever sorting method is fastest for the given inputsize.4Our radix sort uses four passes; each pass will sort on one byte of the 32-bit key by using 256 buckets.13



There are at most 2jV j changes, so Steps 1, 2, and 3 take O(jV j) time. Thus, the creation of thesorted array of label changes takes O(jV j) time. Summing over the log p steps, this is equivalentto Tcomp(n; p) = O�Plog v�=1 (2q2�) +Plogw�=1 (2r2�)� = O(n).The array structure is actually two contiguous arrays, one holding the obsolete labels (�'s)and the other holding the corresponding new labels (�'s). The size of these arrays of �'s and�'s is also placed into a shared memory location.Now all the processors hit a barrier and wait until everyone has completed their tasks. Afterthe barrier, the group manager will update its pixels' labels in O�n2p � by the following procedure.After the initial tile labelings, but before the merging iterations, each processor creates asorted array of hooks to each local component containing a border pixel of the tile. There willbe exactly one hook for each of these components, including the initial label of that componentand the o�set address in the tile of any pixel in that component. This is done as follows:Procedure 2 Create Tile HooksGenerate a sorted array of hooks to each component on a tile touching a boundary pixel.begin1. For each colored pixel on the tile border with o�set position (i; j)1.1 Place (label[(i; j)]; (i; j)) at the next position of an array.2. Radix sort this array, using label as the sorting index.3. Scan down the sorted array, copying all unique (label[(i; j)]; (i; j)) pairs into a new array.endThis initialization takes computational complexity of O� npp� for each of Steps 1, 2, and 3,yielding a total of Tcomp(n; p) = O� npp�.
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Figure 5: An example of Tile HooksAt the conclusion of each of the logp merging steps, only the labels of pixels on the borderof each tile are updated. There is no need to relabel interior pixels since they are not usedin the merging stage. Only boundary pixels need their labels updated. The procedure is sim-ple; for each colored pixel on the boundary, we will binary search the list of label changes inTcomp(n; p) = O� npp log jV j� per step. The total computational complexity over the log pmerg-ing iterations is then O�Plogv�=1 h npp log (2q2�)i+Plogw�=1 h npp log (2r2�)i� = O� npp logn log p�.14



At the end of the last merging step, each processor must update its interior pixel labels.Each hook described above is compared to the current label at the hook's o�set position index.If the hook's label label[i] is di�erent from the current label at position i, the processor willrun a breadth-�rst search relabeling technique beginning at pixel i, relabeling all the connectedpixels' labels to the new label. Since there is only one hook per tile component on the border,the breadth-�rst search relabeling procedure takes O�n2p � time.The total complexity associated with updating the labels of each tile isTcomp(n; p) = O� npp log npp + npp logn logp+ n2p � = O�n2p � assuming p � n for large enoughn. For n � 128, p � n8 is su�cient.After each merging step label update, the manager hits another barrier, waiting for the endof this iteration.In summary, the group managers' routine has the following complexities:( Tcomm(n; p) � � log p+ 8n;Tcomp(n; p) = O�n2p + n�: (7)5.4 Merging algorithm - clients' taskThe client processors are any processor not selected in the current iteration to run the groupmanager tasks. These processors calculate the logical processor grid address of the manager incharge of their border to be merged and wait for the �rst barrier. After this barrier, the clientsprefetch the size (chSize) of the list of change pairs from the manager in Tcomm(n; p) � � + 2t,where t+12 and t2 are the number of vertical and horizontal merges, respectively, performedinclusively during the tth merge phase.Next, the clients prefetch a block of chSize (�; �) change pairs from the manager. This is donein Tcomm(n; p) � � + 2 (2t) 2q2 t+12 for horizontal merges, and Tcomm(n; p) � � + 2 (2t) 2r2 t2for vertical merges, since there are at most 2q2 t+12 (or 2r2 t2 ) changes, and exactly (2t � 1)processors requesting these change pairs from each group manager. The client processors usethe same procedure described in the previous section for relabeling their border pixels at theend of each merge iteration, and the interior pixels after the �nal merge. After each pixel labelupdate, the clients hit another barrier, and wait for the end of this iteration.Over the log p iterations, the clients' routine has the following complexities:8>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>: Tcomm(n; p) � Plogpl=1 �� + 2l�+Plog v�=1 �� + 2 �22�� 2q2��+Plogw�=1 �� + 2 �22��1� 2r2��� (2 logp)� + 14np+ 2p;Tcomp(n; p) = O ( Plogpl=1 2l +Plog v�=1 �2 �22�� 2q2��+Plogw�=1 �2 �22��1� 2r2�� )+O�n2p �= O( np ) + O�n2p �= O( n2p + np ) : (8)Clearly, for large p, this is not an optimal procedure for distributing the list of change pairsfrom a group manager to the respective clients. If a manager has f(i) � 1 clients at the endof iteration i, 0 � i < log p, instead of sending the entire list of c(i) change pairs to f(i) � 1processors, a distribution algorithm based on the matrix transpose can be used. Using thisalgorithm, the manager will send blocks of size c(i)f(i) to each of f(i) processors during the �rstphase. All of the f(i) processors repeat this operation by concurrently sending their block tothe other processors, in a circular fashion. The complexities for this are8<: Tcomm(n; p) � 2�� + c(i) � c(i)f(i)�Tcomp(n; p) = O� c(i)f(i)�: (9)15



The clients' complexities are thus improved to:8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>: Tcomm(n; p) � Plog pl=1 �� + 2l� +Plogv�=1 [2 (� + 2q2�)]+Plogw�=1 [2 (� + 2r2�)]� (3 logp)� + 16n+ 2p;Tcomp(n; p) = O ( Plog pl=1 2l +Plogv�=1 h2q2�22� i+Plogw�=1 � 2r2�22��1 � )+O�n2p �= O( npp ) + O�n2p �= O( n2p ) : (10)5.5 Parallel Complexity for Connected ComponentsThus, for p � n, the total complexities for the parallel connected components algorithm are8<: Tcomm(n; p) � (4 log p)� + (24n+ 2p) = (4 logp)� + O�n2p �;Tcomp(n; p) = O�n2p �: (11)Clearly, the computational complexity is the best possible asymptotically. As for the com-munication complexity, it seems that intuitively a latency factor � has to be incurred duringeach merge operation, and hence the factor (log p)� .5.6 Experimental Results for Connected ComponentsOur theoretical analysis indicates that our connected components algorithm is scalable wheneverp � nc , where c is approximately 26 from the �rst expression in (11). We have implementedour algorithm in Split-C on the CM-5; the resulting performance is plotted for images rangingfrom 128� 128 to 1024� 1024 pixels in size in Figures 15 - 17 for p = 16, 32, and 64 processors.Figure 3 presents the summary on the performance of our connected components algorithm onthe CM-5 and clearly shows the scalability of our algorithm. Comparable results for executionon the IBM SP-1 are given in Figure 19, and for the IBM SP-2 in Figure 21.6 Connected Components of Grey Scale ImagesAn n � n image with k grey levels, (0 : : :k � 1), similarly can have its connected componentslabeled. A 0-pixel is assumed to be background, while each component is the set of like-coloredconnected pixels. Our algorithm for grey scale connected components of images is based uponthe binary image algorithm in the previous section. Again, there will be three phases, an initiallabeling, a merge of subimages, and a �nal updating of interior labels.6.1 Initial labelingPixels on each tile are examined in row-major order. If a pixel is an unmarked nonzero-pixel,a breadth-�rst search procedure starting at that pixel labels all like-colored connected pixelssituated on that tile with a globally unique label. A pixel is marked when visited only if it is a0-pixel, or part of the current connected component.6.2 Merging phaseThe merging phase is almost identical to the previously described method for binary images.The only di�erence in the algorithms occurs when the group manager solves the problem of16



�nding the connected components of the graph representing the border pixels during the mergeof two subimages.We use an adjacency list representation for the graph, and add vertices to the graph repre-senting nonzero-pixels. As before, two types of edges are added to the graph. First, pixels arescanned down the left (or upper) border, and edges are strung linearly down the list betweenpixels containing the same connected component label. The same is done for pixels on the right(or lower) border. The second step adds edges between pixels of the left (upper) and right(lower) border which are both the same nonzero color and adjacent to each other.A sequential breadth-�rst search based connected components algorithm computes the con-nected components of this graph. The pixels in this graph are then scanned again, and anychanges in the labeling are stored in a sorted array of all unique changes (�i; �i), and propa-gated back to the clients processors.Using the \hook" data structures, each processor then updates its border pixels from thecurrent list of label changes. After the last merge step, each processor relabels its interior pixellabels.The complexity for this algorithm remains the same as for binary images and is both e�cientand optimal, i.e., for p � n,8<: Tcomm(n; p) � (4 logp)� + O�n2p �;Tcomp(n; p) = O�n2p �: (12)Results for the 256-grey level DARPA Image Understanding Benchmark image of size 512�512 pixels, shown in Figure 2, is given in Figure 10 for p = 16 to 128 processors on the CM-5,and for a wide range of con�gurations on the SP-1 and Meiko CS-2 parallel machines.7 Implementation NotesNote that the performance graphs for the CM-5, Figures 3, 6, 10 - 17, are for Split-C (version1.2) programs linked with the CM-5 CMMD Message Passing Libraries (version 3.2), Figures 10,18 - 19 are for the IBM SP-1 with the message passing libraries MPL, and Figures 7, 20 - 21are for the IBM SP-2 with wide nodes and also MPL. Figures 8 and 10 are run on a MeikoCS-2 with Split-C linked with the Elan Widgets message passing library. Note that our port ofSplit-C to the CS-2 results in less than optimal performance because this Split-C installationhas not been fully optimized to make use of Elan, the low level communications library. Weexpect results using an optimized platform shortly. Figure 9 is implemented on an 8-processorIntel Paragon, using the PAM message passing libraries, the Paragon Active Messages platformfrom UC Berkeley.The source code for the parallel algorithms presented in this paper, image histogrammingand connected components, is available for distribution to interested parties.8 AcknowledgementsWe would like to thank the UMIACS parallel systems sta�, including Jerry Sobieski, MitchMurphy, and Phil Iorio, for their help and machine maintenance while developing this researchon the 32-processor UMIACS CM-5, the CASTLE group at Berkeley, especially the help andencouragement from Arvind Krishnamurthy, Lok Tin Liu, David Culler, Steve Luna, and RichMartin, and the use of UC Berkeley's 64-processor CM-5 and 8-processor Paragon for testingpurposes, and Charles Weems at the University of Massachusetts for providing the DARPA testimage suite. Computational support on Berkeley's TMC CM-5 and Intel Paragon was providedby NSF Infrastructure Grant number CDA-8722788. We also thank Toby Harness and theNumerical Aerodynamic Simulation Systems Division of NASA's Ames Research Center for useof their 128-processor CM-5 and 128-node (all wide) IBM SP-2.17
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A Execution TimeA.1 Transpose and Broadcast Algorithms
Execution Time BandwidthFigure 6: Transpose and Broadcasting Performance Graphs on the TMC CM-5 (p=32)
Execution Time BandwidthFigure 7: Transpose and Broadcasting Performance Graphs on the IBM SP-2 (p=32)
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Execution Time BandwidthFigure 8: Transpose and Broadcasting Performance Graphs on the Meiko CS-2 (p=32)
Execution Time BandwidthFigure 9: Transpose and Broadcasting Performance Graphs on the Intel Paragon (p=8)
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A.2 DARPA Image Understanding Benchmark

Figure 10: Connected Components of 512 x 512 DARPA Benchmark Image on Various Machines
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A.3 Scalability of Histogramming Algorithm
Computation Time Communication TimeHistogramming of 32 color image
Computation Time Communication TimeHistogramming of 256 color imageFigure 11: Histogramming Performance
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A.4 CM-5 Histogramming Performance Graphs
128x128 Images 256x256 Images
512x512 Images 1024x1024 ImagesFigure 12: Histogramming Algorithm Performance Graph on the CM-5 (p=16)
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128x128 Images 256x256 Images
512x512 Images 1024x1024 ImagesFigure 13: Histogramming Algorithm Performance Graph on the CM-5 (p=32)
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128x128 Images 256x256 Images
512x512 Images 1024x1024 ImagesFigure 14: Histogramming Algorithm Performance Graph on the CM-5 (p=64)
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A.5 CM-5 Connected Components Performance Graphs
512x512 Test Images 1024x1024 Test ImagesFigure 15: Connected Components Algorithm Performance Graph on the CM-5 (p=16)
512x512 Test Images 1024x1024 Test ImagesFigure 16: Connected Components Algorithm Performance Graph on the CM-5 (p=32)
512x512 Test Images 1024x1024 Test ImagesFigure 17: Connected Components Algorithm Performance Graph on the CM-5 (p=64)26



A.6 SP-1 Histogramming Performance Graphs
128x128 Images 256x256 Images
512x512 Images 1024x1024 ImagesFigure 18: Histogramming Algorithm Performance Graph on the SP-1 (p=16)
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A.7 SP-1 Connected Components Performance Graphs
512x512 Test Images 1024x1024 Test ImagesFigure 19: Connected Components Algorithm Performance Graph on the SP-1 (p=16)
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A.8 SP-2 Histogramming Performance Graphs
128x128 Images 256x256 Images
512x512 Images 1024x1024 ImagesFigure 20: Histogramming Algorithm Performance Graph on the SP-2 (p=16)
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A.9 SP-2 Connected Components Performance Graphs
128x128 Test Images 256x256 Test Images
512x512 Test Images 1024x1024 Test ImagesFigure 21: Connected Components Algorithm Performance Graph on the SP-2 (p=32)
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